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threshold atW = ps = 1:6 GeV. Between this thresholdand the upper limit of our data set, at W = 2:53 GeV,many baryon resonanes are predited by quark mod-els [2℄, but relatively few are learly established [3℄. Theseresonanes are broad and overlapping, making partialwave analysis hallenging, but it is also possible thatsome dynamial aspet of hadroni struture may at torestrit the quark models' spetrum of states to some-thing loser to what has already been established [4℄.This is the so-alled \missing resonane" problem. Whilethe branhing frations of most high-mass resonanes toKY �nal states are expeted to be small (ross setions� 1 �b) ompared to three-body modes suh as �� N(� 100 �b), the study of these deays do have advan-tages. First, two-body �nal states are often easier toanalyze than three-body �nal states. Seond, ouplingsof nuleon resonanes to KY �nal states will di�er fromoupling to �N , �N , or ��N �nal states [2℄. Thus, onean hope that this alternate light ast on the baryon reso-nane spetrum may emphasize resonanes not otherwiserevealed. Some \missing" resonanes may only be \hid-den" when sought in more well-studied reation hannels.The � and �0 hyperons have isospin 0 and 1, re-spetively, and so intermediate baryoni states leadingto the prodution of �'s an only have isospin 1/2 (N�only), whereas for the �0's, intermediate states with bothisospin 1/2 and 3/2 (N� or �) an ontribute. Thus, si-multaneous study of these reations provides a kind ofisospin seletivity of the sort used in omparing � and �photoprodution reations. To date, however, the PDG



3
FIG. 1: Representative tree-level diagrams illustrating s�(top), t� (middle), and u� hannel (bottom) exhanges.Born terms (left olumn), baryon resonane exitations (topright), and other exhanges (right middle, bottom) lead toprodution of K+Y . Models di�er in their eletromagnetitransition moments (�'s),the strong ouplings (gMBB's), andform fators, as well as the e�ets of hannel ouplings.ompilation [3℄ gives poorly-knownK� ouplings for only�ve well-established resonanes, and noK� ouplings forany resonanes. The most widely-available model al-ulation of the K� photoprodution, the Kaon-MAIDode [5℄, inludes a mere three well-established N� states:the S11(1650), the P11(1710), and the P13(1720). Thus, itis timely and interesting to have additional good-qualityphotoprodution data of these hannels to see what ad-ditional resonane formation and deay information anbe obtained.Setion II of this paper disusses briey the reationmodels that will be ompared with the present data. Se-tion III disusses the experimental setup of the CLAS sys-tem for this experiment. The steps taken to obtain theross setions from the raw data are disussed in SetionIV. Setion V presents the results for the measured angu-lar distributions andW -dependene of the ross setions.In Setion VI we disuss the results in light of previ-ous measurements, and in relation to several previously-published reation models. We also show how the dataan be parameterized in terms of t-hannel saling us-ing a simple Regge-based piture, and in terms of simpleLegendre polynomials. In Setion VII we reapitulate themain results.

II. THEORETICAL MODELSThe results in this experiment will be ompared tomodel alulations that fall into two lasses: tree-levelE�etive Lagrangian models and Reggeized meson ex-hange models. E�etive Lagrangian models evaluatetree-level Feynman diagrams as in Fig. 1, inluding reso-nant and non-resonant exhanges of baryons and mesons.A omplete desription of the physis proesses will re-quire taking into aount all possible hannels whihould ouple to the one being measured, but the advan-tages of the tree-level approah are to limit omplex-ity and to identify the dominant trends. In the one-hannel tree-level approah, some tens of parameters (inpartiular, the ouplings of the non-strange baryon res-onanes to the hyperon-kaon systems) must be �xed by�tting to data, sine they are poorly known from othersoures. An alternative approah is to use no baryonresonane terms and instead model the ross setions ina Reggeized meson exhange piture. While this is notexpeted to reprodue the results in detail, it will showwhere the high-energy phenomenology of t-hannel dom-inane blends into the nuleon resonane region piture.For K+� prodution, the model of Mart andBennhold [6℄ has four baryon resonane ontributions.Near threshold, the steep rise of the ross setion is a-ounted for with the N� states S11(1650), the P11(1710),and P13(1720). To explain the broad ross-setion bumpin the mass range above these resonanes, they intro-dued the D13(1895) resonane that was predited in therelativized quark models of Capstik and Roberts [2℄ andL�oring, Metsh, and Petry [7℄ to have espeially strongoupling to the K+� hannel. In addition, the highermass region has ontributions, in this model, from theexhange of vetor K�(892) and pseudovetor K1(1270)mesons. The hadroni form fators, uto� masses, andthe presription for enforing gauge invariane were ele-ments of the model for whih spei� hoies were made.The ontent of this model is embedded in the Kaon-MAID ode [5℄ whih was used for the omparisons inthis paper. This model was tuned to results from theexperiment at Bonn/SAPHIR [8℄, and o�ers a fair de-sription of those results.On the other hand, analysis by Saghai et al. [9℄ usingthe same data set showed that, by tuning the bakgroundproesses involved, the need for the extra resonane wasremoved. Janssen et al. [10, 11℄ showed that the samedata set was not omplete enough to make �rm state-ments sine models with and without the presene of ahypothesized N�(1895)D13 resulted in equally good �tsto data. A subsequent analysis [12℄, whih also �ttedalulations to photon beam asymmetry measurementsfrom SPring-8 [13℄ and eletroprodution data measuredat Je�erson Lab [14℄, indiated weak evidene for one ormore of S11, P11, P13, orD13(1895), with the P11 solutiongiving the best �t. The onlusion was that a more om-prehensive data set would be required to make furtherprogress.



4More elaborate model alulations have been under-taken in whih hannel oupling is onsidered, in additionto the tree-level approahes mentioned above. Pennerand Mosel [15℄ found fair agreement for the K+� datawithout invoking a new D13 struture. Chiang et al. [16℄showed that oupled hannel e�ets are signi�ant at the20% level in the total ross setions when inluding pio-ni �nal states. Shklyar, Lenske, and Mosel [17℄ used aunitary oupled-hannel e�etive Lagrangian model ap-plied to � and  -indued reations to �nd dominantresonant ontributions from S11(1650), P13(1720), andP13(1895) states, but not from P11(1710) or D13(1895).This onlusion was true despite the disrepanies be-tween previous data from CLAS [1℄ and SAPHIR [18℄.Reently, Sarantsev et al. [19℄ did a phenomenologialmulti-hannel �t for K�, K�, as well as � and � photo-prodution data. They found fairly strong evidene fora P11 at 1840 MeV and two D13 states at 1870 and 2170MeV. Even better quality KY data suh as we are pre-senting here are needed to solidify these onlusions. Wewill not ompare the present results to those models inthis paper, however.While it is to be expeted that s-hannel resonanestruture is a signi�ant omponent of the K+� andK+�0 reation mehanisms, it is instrutive to ompareto a model that has no suh ontent at all. The modelof Guidal, Laget, and Vanderhaeghen [20, 21℄ is suh amodel, in whih the exhanges are restrited to two lin-ear Regge trajetories orresponding to the vetor K�and the pseudovetor K1. The model was �t to higher-energy photoprodution data where there is little doubtof the dominane of these exhanges. In this paper, weextend that model into the resonane region in order tomake a ritial omparison.III. EXPERIMENTAL SETUPDi�erential ross setion data were obtained with theCLAS system in Hall B at the Thomas Je�erson Na-tional Aelerator Faility. Eletron beam energies of 2.4and 3.1 GeV ontributed to the data set, eah of typ-ially 10 nA urrent. Real photons were produed viabremsstrahlung from a 1 � 10�4 radiation length goldradiator and \tagged" using the reoiling eletrons ana-lyzed in a dipole magnet and sintillator hodosopes [22℄.The energy tagging range was from 20% to 95% of thebeam endpoint energy, and the integrated rate of taggedphotons was typially 5�106 /se. Using the tagger andthe aelerator RF signal, photon timing at the physistarget was de�ned with an rms preision of 180 pse.The useful energy range for this experiment was fromthe strangeness-prodution threshold at E = 0:911 GeV(W = 1.61 GeV) up to 2.95 GeV (W = 2.53 GeV). Inthis range, the tagger resolution was typially 5 MeV, setby the size of the hodosope elements, but the data wereanalyzed in bins of 25 MeV photon energy to be ommen-surate with any energy-dependent struture expeted in

the hadroni ross setions. The entroids of these binswere adjusted in the analysis by between �6 and +5 MeVto ompensate for mehanial sag of the hodosope ar-ray measured by kinematially �tting p(; p�+��) data;hene our �nal results are given in unequal energy steps.The physis target onsisted of a 17.9 m long liquidhydrogen ell of diameter 4.0 m. Temperature and pres-sure were monitored ontinuously to determine the den-sity to 0.3% preision. The target ell was surroundedby a set of six 3 mm thik sintillators to help de�nethe starting time for partile traks leaving the target,though atually the timing given by the photon taggerwas used to de�ne the event times.The CLAS system, desribed in detail elsewhere [23℄,onsisted of a toroidal magneti �eld, with drift hambertraking of harged partiles. The overall geometry wassix-fold symmetri viewed along the beam line. Partilesould be traked from 8Æ to 140Æ in laboratory polar an-gle, and over about 80% of 2� in the azimuthal diretion.Outside the magneti �eld region a set of 288 sintillatorswas used for triggering and for later partile identi�a-tion using the time-of-ight tehnique. The momentumresolution of the system was � 0:5%, with variations dueto multiple sattering and traking resolution onsidera-tions. The low-momentum ut-o� was set in the analysisat 200 MeV/. Other omponents of the CLAS system,suh as the eletromagneti alorimeter and the Cerenkovounters, were not used for these measurements.The event trigger required an eletron signal from thephoton tagger, and at least one harged-trak oinidenebetween the time-of-ight `Start' ounters near the tar-get and the time-of-ight `Stop' ounters surrounding thedrift hambers. The photon tagger signal onsisted ofthe OR of oinidenes among hits in a two-plane ho-dosope, whih had 61 timing sintillators in oinidenewith their mathing energy-de�ning sintillators. Theharged-trak trigger in CLAS was a oinidene of sixOR'd start ounter elements and the OR of the outertime-of-ight sintillators. Events were aumulated atthe rate of � 2500 hadroni events per seond, thoughonly a sub-perent fration of these events ontained thekaons and hyperons of interest for the present analysis.IV. DATA ANALYSISA. Data and event seletionThe data used in this experiment were obtained in late1999 as part of the CLAS \g1" data taking period. Sinethe eletroni trigger was loose, data for several photo-prodution studies were ontained in the data set. O�-line alibration was performed to align the timing spe-tra of the elements of the photon tagger, the six elementsof the start ounter, and the 288 elements of the time-of-ight (TOF) ounters. Drift-time alibrations weremade for the 18 drift hamber pakages. Pulse heightalibrations and timing-walk orretions were made for



5the time-of-ight ounters. The raw data were then pro-essed to reonstrut traks in the drift hambers and toassoiate them with hits in the time-of-ight ounters.B. Partile Identi�ationKaon, proton, and pion traks were separated usingmomentum and time-of-ight measurements. The mo-mentum, ~p, of eah trak was measured diretly via trakreonstrution through the CLAS magneti �eld; thismeasurement also gave the path length, d, from the rea-tion vertex to the time-of-ight ounter hit by the trak.The starting time of the trak was determined by pro-jeting the tagger signal time, synhronized with the a-elerator RF timing, to the reation vertex inside thehydrogen target. The stopping time was determined bythe element hit in the array of TOF sintillators. Thedi�erene, T , between these two times was the measuredtime of ight, whih in CLAS ould range between about4 and 100 nse. From T the speed, �, ould be obtainedas � = d=(T ). The mass, mx, was then omputed a-ording to mx = p1� �2 � pT=d. In CLAS, the dom-inant mass unertainty in this situation ame from thetime-of-ight resolution, ÆT . ÆT was independent of par-tile momentum, so partile seletion based on time ofight was largely independent of momentum as well. Forkaon identi�ation we used the time-of-ight di�erenetehnique, where the measured time, T , of the trak wasompared to the expeted time, Th, for a hadron of massmh and momentum p. For a hypothesized value of mhwe an de�ne �tof = T � Th and write�tof = T  1�s (mh)2 + p2(mx)2 + p2! : (1)Figure 2 shows an example of suh a time di�erenespetrum when we took mh to be the kaon mass. Theandidate kaon traks were seleted using a �1 nse utentered at zero. Pion and proton bands are well sepa-rated from the kaons up to 1 and 2 GeV, respetively. Arossing band due to a badly-alibrated detetor elementis shown for illustration; suh traks were later rejetedby removing the detetor element and/or by the kine-mati uts and �ts applied later. Above 1 GeV some pi-ons leak into the set of andidate kaon traks. These wererejeted by subsequent event reonstrution uts and bybakground rejetion �tting. Protons were identi�ed us-ing a similar �tof orrelation but with looser uts due tothe straggling e�ets whih broadened the distribution.Photons mathing the hadroni traks in CLAS wereseleted using the time di�erene between the hadronitrak projeted bak to the event vertex and the photontagger time projeted forward to the event vertex. Fig-ure 3 shows suh a spetrum, whih illustrates the pres-ene of random oinidenes between the photons andthe hadroni traks. The 2 nse RF time struture of the

FIG. 2: (Color online) Time-of-ight di�erene spetrum fora sample of traks, assuming the mass of the partile is thatof a kaon. White lines indiate the ut limits for seletingkaons in a time window of �1:0 nse. Note the logarithmisale on the intensity axis.
FIG. 3: Time di�erene between photon tagger time andtarget start ounter time showing the peak at zero of goodmathes between the photons and the hadrons at the eventvertex in CLAS. Coinidenes due to hadrons mismathed torandom photons in the tagger show the 2 nse bunh strutureof CEBAF.aelerator is learly seen. A �1:0 nse ut was used torejet out-of-time ombinations. In-time aidentals un-der the entral peak were treated as potentially-orretphotons, and suh partile-photon ombinations were re-tained in the analysis. Sine ambiguous photons weregenerally widely separated in energy, the (;K+) miss-ing mass for inorret ombinations fell into the broadbakground under the hyperons, and were then rejetedat the peak-�tting stage of the analysis disussed below.In this analysis we demanded detetion of positivekaons and protons. Negative pions from � deay or pho-



6tons from �0 deay were not required. Fiduial uts wereapplied in trak angle and momentum to restrit eventsto the well-desribed portions of the detetor. This in-luded removal of 9 out of 288 time-of-ight elementsdue to poor timing properties. Corretions were appliedfor the mean energy losses of kaons and protons as theypassed through the prodution target, target walls, beampipe, and air. The nominalCLAS momentumreonstru-tion algorithms were found to provide suÆient hyperonmass resolution (see below) that no higher-order momen-tum orretions were applied.A missing mass ut was applied to p(;K+p)��()to selet events onsistent with a missing pion and (forthe �0) a missing photon. The losses inurred by this utdue to multiple sattering e�ets on the part of the kaonsand protons were studied in the real data and in MonteCarlo. The estimated residual unertainty due to the utand its ompensation via the aeptane alulation was1%� 2%. C. Yield of hyperonsThe extration of kaon yields in eah bin of photonenergy and kaon angle depended on �ts to the missingmass spetrum given by p(;K+)Y . When integratingover all of our 3.1 GeV data, for all energies and angles,the resulting missing mass spetrum is shown in Fig. 4.This �gure illustrates that the overall missing mass res-olution of the system was � = 8:9 MeV for the � and� = 8:2 MeV for the �0. The overall resolution averaged6.3 MeV in the 2.4 GeV data set, where all the averagemomenta were lower. However, the width of the peaksand the extent of the bakground to be removed from un-der the peaks via �tting varied substantially aross themeasured range of energy and angle, so a areful �ttingproedure was needed to obtain well-ontrolled hyperonyields.The main soure of bakground in the hyperon massspetra was due to events where the kaons were atuallymis-identi�ed pions. The yields of � and �0 hyperonswere obtained using lineshape �ts to missing-mass spe-tra in eah of over 1,450 kinemati bins of photon energyand kaon angle. The data were binned in 25 MeV stepsin E and in 18 bins of kaon enter-of-mass (.m.) an-gle, os(�:m:K+ ), entered in steps of 0.1 between �0:8 and+0:9.Typial hyperon yield �ts of p(;K+)Y for the middleof the photon energy range are shown in Fig. 5. The �tswere performed in two passes. In the �rst pass, eventsfor all kaon enter-of-mass angles were summed together.These �rst �ts served to determine and �x the entroidsand widths of the Gaussian peaks for the two hyperons.These were 7 to 9 parameter �ts, depending on the bak-ground model employed. A log-likelihood �tting algo-rithm was used. The bakground was modeled as poly-nomials of order up to 2 (quadrati). In the seond pass,�ts were made with 3 to 5 parameters for the yields in

FIG. 4: Hyperon spetrum via missing mass using the photonand deteted kaon, integrated over all kaon angles and photonenergies using a 3.1 GeV endpoint energy.eah kaon angle bin, allowing only the integrated ountsof the peaks to vary in addition to the bakground pa-rameters. The two-pass method was used to stabilize �tsof low-yield bins at low photon energy and bakward kaonangle. Aeptable �ts all had �2 per degree of freedomof less than 2.0.Bakground parameterizations that were a simple on-stant or a sloped line were suÆient to yield good �ts overmost of the kinemati range. At more forward kaon an-gles the e�et of bakground due to mis-identi�ed pionsinreased and the quadrati �ts generally gave the bestresults. Above E = 2:3 GeV the momentum resolutionof CLAS broadened to the degree that the forward-anglequadrati �ts beame less stable, so the linear �ts werepreferred. This led to an extra estimated systemati un-ertainty of 10% on both the forward-angle di�erentialand total ross setions above this energy. In some low-yield bak-angle bins, where no good �ts were obtained,side-band subtration was used to determine the yield.The �nal ross setions were based on the followingnumbers of fully reonstruted events: from the 2.4 andthe 3.1 GeV data sets we had 236,260 and 325,792 K+�events, respetively, and 169,796 and 269,216 K+�0events, respetively.D. Aeptane alulationThe aeptane and eÆieny were modeled us-ing a CLAS-standard GEANT-based simulation ode(\GSIM"). Events were initially modeled using a phasespae distribution for  + p ! K+ + Y . The GSIMode simulated the events in the CLAS detetor at thelevel of ADC and TDC hits in the sintillators and drifttime information in the traking hambers. The eventswere further �ne-tuned suh that the time distributionsin the TDC's aurately mathed the atual data us-
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FIG. 5: Sample missing mass �ts used for the determination of hyperon yields at E = 1:825 GeV and for three representativeK+ angles: os(�:m:K+ ) = �0:7;+0:1;+0:8. The �ts to di�erent orders of polynomial bakground are nearly indistinguishable:solid lines for quadrati and dashed lines for linear.ing another well-tested CLAS software pakage (\GPP").These simulated events were then proessed through thesame analysis odes as the real data, and thus the a-eptane was omputed in eah kinemati bin. Deadregions of the drift hambers were removed both fromthe real data and from the simulated data during trakreonstrution (\A1C"). Detetor eÆieny was simulta-neously aounted for through the simulation: souresof ineÆieny inluded trak reonstrution failures andtime-of-ight paddle removals. The only partile bak-ground in this physis Monte Carlo was due to partiledeays, espeially the kaons, and multiple sattering ef-fets. Thus, we relied on the yield extrations disussedearlier to remove bakground due to mis-identi�ed pionsor protons.The e�et of using a phase-spae event generator toompute the aeptane, �P:S:, was studied by using the�ts to the angular distributions presented in Setion VAto regenerate the aeptane, �Data, with an improvedrepresentation of the reations. Sine these ross se-tions vary quite slowly with angle, and sine the kine-mati bins were eah small on the sale of these varia-tions, no large e�ets were to be expeted. We foundagreement between the two aeptane models at thelevel of 0:25% rms over essentially the whole of the kine-mati spae, onsistent with the statistial variations ofthe simulations. The exeption was in the forward-mostangle bin (0:85 < os(�:m:K+ ) < 0:95) for both hyper-ons. There, beause of the extrapolation of the anal-ysis into CLAS's forward aeptane hole, the ratio ofaeptanes �Data=�P:S: dropped from 1.0 to 0.85 overthe range E � 1:75 GeV to E � 2:90 GeV. Theoreti-al models of the behavior of the ross setion in the veryforward diretion di�er strongly, as shown later, so it wasnot known whether a \at" or a \forward-peaked" or a\forward-dipped" aeptane model was more aurate.Thus, the forward-most angle results at os(�:m:K+ ) = +:9have an additional systemati unertainty on the rosssetion whih is, on the average, �8%.

FIG. 6: (Color online) Computed CLAS aeptane for theE = 3:1 GeV data set for the +p! K++� reation. Thesale on the right gives the value of the aeptane for eahkinemati bin.A sample of the aeptanes omputed for CLAS forthese reations is shown in Fig. 6. It was largest at midto forward kaon angles and at higher photon energies.The maximum aeptane was about 22% for K+� and23% for K+�0. A lower ut-o� was applied, suh thatthe smallest allowed aeptane in the experiment was0:5%. For eah hyperon, 10 million events were gener-ated at eah beam endpoint energy. Non-uniformities inthe distribution arise from the e�ets of detetor elementremovals and trak reonstrution eÆienies. Sine thekinematis of the two hyperon reations are very similar,the aeptane funtion for the �0 looked very similar,apart from the higher prodution threshold.



8E. Photon uxThe number of photons striking the target was om-puted from the measured rate of eletrons deteted atthe tagger hodosope. TDC spetra of the tagger ele-ments reorded the hits of eletrons in a 150 nse timerange around eah event. This ux was saled and in-tegrated in ten-seond intervals. After statistial orre-tions for multiple hits and eletroni live time, the uxwas summed over whole runs. The �ne granularity ofthe tagging system was grouped into bins of 25 MeV inphoton energy.Photon losses in the beam line due to tagger aep-tane, beam ollimation, and thin windows were deter-mined using a separate total-absorption ounter down-stream of CLAS. This low-rate lead glass detetor wasperiodially put in the beam line to monitor the taggingeÆieny. For the 2.4 GeV data set the average eÆienyfor tagging photons was 78%, and the stability of this ef-�ieny, whih was measured periodially throughout thedata taking period, was �0:5%.By taking data at 2.4 and 3.1 GeV endpoint energiesit was possible to test the ux normalization of manyelements of the tagging system, as disussed in the nextsetion. At energies above E = 2:325 GeV the twodata sets no longer overlapped, however, and defetiveeletronis in a few hannels of the tagger led to a gapin our �nal spetra. Bins at E = 2.375 and 2.400 GeVwere removed beause of this.F. Systemati unertaintiesThe 2.4 and 3.1 GeV photon beam endpoint data setswere ompared to investigate variations in the photontagger eÆieny. The photon-normalized yield of par-tiles at any given energy had to be independent ofbremsstrahlung endpoint energy, so onsisteny of thisquantity tested stability of the eletronis. Loalized re-gions of tagger ineÆieny \moved" in photon energywhen the endpoint energy hanged. We took the highernormalized yield between the two data sets as the orretone. Loalized regions of high ineÆieny were found inthe 3.1 GeV data set at 1.1, 1.4, and 1.8 GeV; in thoseregions we made orretions of up to 50% in one data setto ompensate for tagger eÆieny losses in the other.Muh smaller orretions (� 3%) were made at other en-ergies. The absolute unertainty on these orretions wasestimated to be �3%.As a hek on our results, the p(; �+)n ross se-tion was measured using the same analysis hain, as faras possible, as the p(;K+)Y data. The same proe-dure was also used to generate the aeptane for thep(; �+)n ross setions used to hek the whole analysisproess, exept that the SAID ode was used to generatethe initial events. Figure 7 shows the pion ross setionmeasured in this analysis as a funtion of W for a mid-range .m. pion angle. The CLAS pion ross setion

FIG. 7: CLAS di�erential ross setion as a funtion of Wfor  + p ! �+ + n. Shown for omparison are two versionsof the SAID parameterization of world pion data. They areessentially indistinguishable. The vertial dotted line is thestrangeness prodution threshold.was found to be in fair agreement with the SAID [24℄ pa-rameterization of the world's data between W = 1:6 and2:1 GeV, albeit lower by an average sale fator of 0.95.As a funtion of pion enter of mass angle, the CLASto SAID ratio was � 1:0 at bak angles and � :92 atforward angles. Thus the pion results indiate a possi-ble systemati error in the aeptane alulation at thelevel of �3%, apart from the average sale fator. Theabsolute auray of the pion ross setions, as parame-terized by SAID over the range of omparison we used,is similar to this. Therefore, we hose not to make arenormalization of our results to the average pion rosssetions. The results presented in this paper are on anabsolute sale. The kaon analysis was not idential to thepion analysis, sine the kaon deay orretions are muhlarger in the former ase, and sine the �nal kaon anal-ysis inluded detetion of the proton from the hyperondeays. Hene, it was diÆult to translate the systematitrends in our pion results ompared to SAID to the kaonresults presented here. However, based on the ompar-ison to the pion data analysis, we estimated the overallsystemati unertainty in our kaon ross setion to beless than �7%. This was the largest single ontributionto our ross setion systemati unertainty.The analysis of this experiment was done twie, inlargely independent ways. The �rst analysis [1, 25℄ om-puted ross setions based on detetion of the kaon alone,or p(;K+)Y . Starting from the same data set, the se-ond analysis [26℄ deteted the kaon and the proton foreah event, or p(;K+p)��(), where the �� (and thepossible  from �0 deay) were ignored. Partile identi-�ation and aeptanes were developed independently.For the results presented here, the �rst analysis was re-vised to take into aount more advaned modeling of the



9CLAS detetor in the aeptane; both analyses used thestandard CLAS GEANT pakage for omputing aep-tanes. The same ux normalization proedures wereused. The �rst analysis used only data from the 2.4 GeVendpoint data set, while the seond analysis also inludeddata from 3.1 GeV endpoint. Consisteny heks werethen made between the two analyses. Results for the �-nal ross setions from the two studies were in very goodagreement aross the full range of energies and angleswhere they overlapped. Isolated di�erenes of � 5% insmall ranges of angle were attributed to details of theaeptane modeling. By omparing the aeptanes de-veloped over the ourse of the p(;K+)Y studies, we es-timated that average systemati unertainty aross thekinematis of the experiment was �2:7%, arising fromvariations in the implementation of the detetor modeland the trak-reonstrution algorithms.On the energy axis, our results are preise to �2 MeV.This systemati unertainty arises from an energy binentering orretion that was applied to eah data pointdue to the alibration of the photon tagger. In anindependent study, kinemati �tting to the reationp(; p�+��) showed that the CLAS tagger and the pho-ton beam were mismathed by up to �10 MeV due tomehanial e�ets in the struture of the tagger. Theorretion shifted the entroids of eah energy bin by anamount estimated to be preise as stated above. Theindiret e�et that this entroid shift had on the aep-tane of CLAS was onsidered negligible, sine the rosssetions vary slowly in energy and the energy bins for theresults are 25 MeV wide.The estimated systemati unertainties disussedabove were ombined with ontributions due to partileyield extration (3:6%), photon attenuation in the beamline (0:2%), target density unertainty (0:14%), and tar-get length unertainty (0:28%). This led to an estimateof the global sale unertainty of �8%. Due to addi-tional systemati unertainty about extrapolation of thedata to zero degrees, the forward-most angle bin aboveE = 1:75 GeV has an overall unertainty of �11%.V. RESULTSA. Angular DistributionsSine the di�erential ross setions in this measure-ment are symmetri in the azimuthal angle �, we presentthe results in the partially integrated formd�d(os �:m:K+ ) = 2� d�d
 (2)sine this also puts the values on a onvenient sale oforder 1 �b.The angular distribution results for the reation  +p! K++� are shown in Fig. 8. The results are shown asa funtion of os(�:m:K+ ) for 79 bins inW . The step sizes in

W were determined by the 25-MeV step size in the nom-inal photon energy, E , at whih the ross setions wereextrated, together with a few-MeV orretion for tag-ger re-alibration. There are 18 bins in os(�:m:K+ ), eahof width 0.1, entered from �0:80 to +0:90. The rosssetions are the averages within eah angle bin, with nobin entering. The results are the weighted means of the2.4 and 3.1 GeV beam energy data sets. The error barsare dominated by the statistial unertainties of the hy-peron yield extration �ts, but also inlude the statistisfrom the Monte Carlo aeptanes. The overall system-ati unertainty, as disussed previously, is �8%, exeptin the forward-most bin where above E = 1:75 GeV itis �11%. There are 1,377 data points in the K+� set.The urves in Fig. 8 arise from �ts intended to apturethe main features of the deay amplitudes ontributingto the angular distributions. The form isd�d os(�:m:K+ ) = qk ( 4Xi=0 aiPi(os �:m:K+ ))2 (3)where the Pi are the Legendre polynomials of order i,and the ai are the �t oeÆients whih represent the L =0; 1; 2; 3; 4� S; P;D; F;G -wave amplitudes for the deaydistributions. The fator q=k is the phase spae ratio ofthe reation, where k and q are the enter-of-mass framemomenta of the initial and �nal states, respetively. Thevalue of this ratio ranges from zero at threshold up to .86at our highest energy.Qualitatively, the ross setion is at as a funtion ofos(�:m:K+ ) near threshold, as would be expeted for S-wave behavior. As the energy rises to about 1.8 GeVthe ross setion develops a signi�ant forward peakingonsistent either with t-hannel ontributions or with s-hannel interferene e�ets between even and odd waves.As the energy rises further the ross setion develops atendeny toward a slower rise in the extreme forwarddiretion and also a rise in the bakward diretion. Aboveabout 2.3 GeV the ross setion is dominantly forwardpeaked, onsistent with t-hannel exhange dominane,though on a logarithmi sale (see disussion in Se. VIC)the fall-o� is not exponential all the way to bak angles.The parameters of the �t may be used to gain some in-sight into the reation mehanism, unraveling e�ets dueto interferene among partial waves. Figure 9 shows theoeÆients from the �t using Eq. 3. The ai were takento be purely real numbers. The range over whih eahparameter is plotted depended upon its signi�ane, asestimated by the statistial F-test. Mostly, the higherpartial waves are not signi�ant near threshold, but ourangular overage is also less omplete near threshold, dis-allowing higher-order �ts. One may note a prominentbump in the P -wave amplitude between threshold and1.9 GeV, entered near 1.7 GeV. The D-wave amplitudeturns on quite strongly near 1.9 GeV, and the F -waveamplitude has a broad dip entered at 2.05 GeV. In theK+� ase, the G-wave was not signi�ant at any energy.An alternative �tting proedure was performed that
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FIG. 8: Di�erential ross setions for  + p ! K+ + �. The number in eah panel designates W (= ps). The solid lines areresults of the amplitude �ts (Eq. 3) disussed in the text.deomposes the angular distribution magnitudes diretlyinto Legendre oeÆients, rather than amplitude-levelpartial wave Legendre oeÆients. The �ts were of theform d�d os(�:m:K+ ) = �tot2 (1 + 4Xi=1 CiPi(os �:m:K+ )) (4)and are shown in Fig. 10. The total ross setion, �tot,was used as a parameter in order to obtain a proper es-timate of its unertainty, whih, due to parameter o-varianes, is more diÆult with the �ts using Eq. 3. TheoeÆients Ci are dimensionless ratios of the ith momentsof the angular distribution to the total ross setion. This�t proedure, to magnitudes rather than amplitudes ofthe distributions, is less useful in revealing interferenee�ets. Nevertheless, some struture is visible. The C1parameter shows a bump below 1.9 GeV whih arises ei-ther from S-P or higher wave interferene, and the C3parameter has a hange in slope near 2.05 GeV. Over-all, the inreasingly forward-peaked ross setion withinreasing energy fores all the Ci's to rise with W .
The di�erential ross setions for the � an be om-pared to the angular distributions for �0 produtionshown in Fig. 11. The bins in W are the same as before,allowing diret omparison of the panels in Figs. 8 and11. Results for both hyperons were extrated together,using idential proedures disussed previously. Thereare 1,280 data points in the K+�0 angular distributions.Besides the higher reation threshold, the most signif-iant qualitative di�erene is that the �0 ross setion isnot forward peaked in the energy range below 2 GeV. AtW = 1:85 GeV, for example, the ross setion peaks nearos(�:m:K+ ) = 0:35, or 70Æ in the enter-of-mass frame.This is onsistent with a reation mehanism for �0 pro-dution that is less inuened by t-hannel exhanges andis more s-hannel resonane dominated than � produ-tion. The bak-angle ross setion is less prominent thanfor the � ase in this energy range as well. Above the nu-leon resonane region (above about 2.4 GeV), however,the two hannels look quite similar, with harateristit-hannel forward peaking.The oeÆients of the amplitude-level �t in Eq. 3 for
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FIG. 9: (Color online) Amplitude �t to the di�erential ross setions for + p! K++�. The oeÆients are de�ned in Eq. 3.The solid vertial lines mark the well-known N� resonanes S11(1650), P11(1710), and P13(1720). The dotted line marks the�0 threshold, and the dashed line marks the D13(1895) position.

FIG. 10: (Color online) Fit to the magnitude of the di�erential ross setions for + p! K++�. The oeÆients are de�nedin Eq. 4. The solid vertial lines mark the well-known N� resonanes S11(1650), P11(1710), and P13(1720). The dotted linemarks the �0 threshold, and the dashed line marks the D13(1895) position.
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FIG. 11: Di�erential ross setions for + p! K++�0. The number in eah panel designates W (= ps). The solid lines areresults of the amplitude �ts (Eq. 3) disussed in the text.the �0 angular distributions are shown in Fig. 12. Com-paring the � to the �0 shows that in the �0 ase theD wave amplitude plays a more important role, fallingand rising with a entroid near 1.85 GeV. The P waveshows no strong bump in the �0, unlike the �. In thisase, the G wave oeÆient is statistially signi�ant butshows little struture. For ompleteness, we also showthe magnitude-level �t aording to Eq. 4 in Fig. 13. TheoeÆient C1 shows some struture, again due to S � Por higher-wave interferene. The oeÆient C2 learlyfalls and rises, whih an be due to P wave ativity orinterferenes between S and D waves, for example.Figures 14 and 15 show seleted di�erential ross se-tions from this experiment ompared to previous dataand with three published model alulations. The se-leted panels show about 1/6 of our data, in inrementsof �W � 80 MeV to show the trends in the ross setionsand the alulations; the exat W values were hosen toemphasize available omparison data.The results for the angular distributions of photopro-dution of �0 are shown in Figs. 16 and 17. Again, thepanels are seleted to inrease in steps of about 80 MeVin W , also to allow omparison to previous data.
B. W DependeneResonane struture in the s-hannel should appearmost learly in the W dependene of the ross setions.In Fig. 18 we show the K+� ross setion at seletedangles. The orresponding information for the K+�0hannel is shown in Fig. 19. We disuss these results inthe next setion.The full set of numerial results from this experimentare available from various arhival soures, inluding aPh.D. thesis [26℄, the CLAS online database [27℄, or pri-vate ommuniation [28℄.VI. DISCUSSIONA. Comparison to Previous DataFigures 14, 15, 16, and 17 show a sample of the di�eren-tial ross setion for � and �0 hyperon photoprodutionas a funtion of angle for a set of W values. For om-parison, we an examine the previous large-aeptaneexperiment from SAPHIR at Bonn [8, 18℄. There is also a
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FIG. 12: (Color online) Amplitude �t to the di�erential ross setions for  + p ! K+ + �0. The oeÆients are de�ned inEq. 3. The solid vertial lines mark the well-known N� resonanes S11(1650), P11(1710), and P13(1720). The dotted line marksthe �0 threshold, and the dashed line marks the D13(1895) position.

FIG. 13: (Color online) Fit to the magnitude of the di�erential ross setions for +p! K++�0. The oeÆients are de�nedin Eq. 4. The solid vertial lines mark the well-known N� resonanes S11(1650), P11(1710), and P13(1720). The dotted linemarks the �0 threshold, and the dashed line marks the D13(1895) position.
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FIG. 14: (Color online) Angular distributions for  + p ! K+ + � for seleted bins of total energy W . The present CLASresults (blue irles) are shown with statistial and yield-�t unertainties. Data from SAPHIR [18℄ (open red stars) and fromolder experiments [40℄ (blak squares) are also shown. The urves are for e�etive Lagrangian alulations omputed by Kaon-MAID [5℄ (solid red) and Ireland et al. [12℄ (dashed blak), and a Regge-model alulation of Guidal et al. [20, 21℄ (dot-dashedblue).
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FIG. 15: (Color online) Angular distributions for  + p ! K+ + � for seleted bins of total energy W . The present CLASresults (blue irles) are shown with statistial and yield-�t unertainties. Data from SAPHIR [18℄ (open stars) and fromolder experiments [40℄ (blak squares) are also shown. The urves are for e�etive Lagrangian alulations omputed by Kaon-MAID [5℄ (solid red) and Ireland et al. [12℄ (dashed blak), and a Regge-model alulation of Guidal et al. [20, 21℄ (dot-dashedblue).
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FIG. 16: (Color online) Angular distributions for  + p ! K+ + �0 for seleted bins of total energy W . The present CLASresults (blue irles) are shown with statistial and yield-�t unertainties. Data from SAPHIR (open stars [18℄ and triangles [8℄)and from older experiments [40℄ (blak squares) are also shown. The urves are for e�etive Lagrangian alulations omputedby Kaon-MAID [5℄ (solid red) and Janssen et al. [10℄ (dashed blak), and a Regge-model alulation of Guidal et al. [20, 21℄(dot-dashed blue).
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FIG. 17: (Color online) Angular distributions for  + p ! K+ + �0 for seleted bins of total energy W . The present CLASresults (blue irles) are shown with statistial and yield-�t unertainties. Data from SAPHIR (open stars [18℄ and triangles [8℄)and from older experiments [40℄ (blak squares) are also shown. The urves are for e�etive Lagrangian alulations omputedby Kaon-MAID [5℄ (solid red) and Janssen et al. [10℄ (dashed blak), and a Regge-model alulation of Guidal et al. [20, 21℄(dot-dashed blue).
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FIG. 18: (Color online) Energy distributions for + p! K++� for seleted .m. kaon angles. CLAS results (blue irles) areshown with statistial and yield-�t unertainties. Data from SAPHIR (open stars [18℄, triangles [8℄) and older experiments [40℄(blak squares) are also shown. The urves are for e�etive Lagrangian alulations omputed by Kaon-MAID [5℄ (solid red)and Ireland et al. [12℄ (dashed blak), and a Regge-model alulation of Guidal et al. [20, 21℄ (dot-dashed blue).
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FIG. 19: (Color online) Energy distributions for +p! K++�0 for seleted .m. kaon angles. CLAS results (blue irles) areshown with statistial and yield-�t unertainties. Data from SAPHIR (open stars [18℄, triangles [8℄) and older experiments [40℄(blak squares) are also shown. The urves are for e�etive Lagrangian alulations omputed by Kaon-MAID [5℄ (solid red)and Janssen et al. [10℄ (dashed blak), and a Regge-model alulation of Guidal et al. [20, 21℄ (dot-dashed blue).



20set of measurements that was aumulated from the late1950's to the early 1970's using small-aperture magnetispetrometers at CalTeh [29, 30, 31, 32℄, Cornell [33, 34℄,Bonn [35, 36℄, Orsay [37℄, DESY [38℄, and Tokyo [39℄.These results are ompiled, for example, in Ref [40℄.The agreement with data from SAPHIR is fair or good,but there are some disrepanies. The CLAS results aregenerally more preise, having statistial unertaintiesthat are about 1/4 as large, with about twie as many en-ergy bins. The SAPHIR experiment had better bakward-angular overage at low energies as well as overage atextreme forward angles where CLAS has an aeptanehole. The measurements agree within the estimated un-ertainties at some angles and generally near thresholdenergies, but CLAS measures onsistently larger K+�ross setions at most kaon angles and forW > 1:75GeV.This is disussed in more detail below in the ontext ofthe total ross setions, where it appears that there isan energy-independent sale fator of about 3/4 in goingfrom the CLAS to the SAPHIR K+� results. The datafor the K+�0 hannel are generally in better agreementoverall: the two experiments agree within their statedsystemati unertainties.We olleted the histori (pre-1973) results from di�er-ent measurements and plotted them together. The errorbars are taken as the quoted random unertainties, withno onsideration of the quoted systemati unertainties.While these early experiments did not span the large Wand angular range of the reent experiments, they didmake high-preision measurements at seleted kinemat-is. There are 144 K+� points and 57 K+�0 pointsthat, overall, are in fair agreement with the CLAS re-sults. At bakward angles the histori data are in verygood agreement with the present results from CLAS; atforward angles the agreement is fair or good. In the mid-range of angles, the histori results are lower than ourresults, and more similar to the SAPHIR data.The �t oeÆients presented in Figs. 9 and 12 arein good qualitative agreement with results publishedby SAPHIR, apart from an arbitrary overall hange insign. The CLAS results generally have �ner binningand smaller estimated unertainties away from threshold.However, our vertial sales do not agree with SAPHIR,though it is lear their units are inorret as given, sinethey should be p�b.Total ross setions, �tot, for  + p ! K+ + � and + p! K+ + �0 an be alulated from the integratedangular distributions. There is some danger in the in-tegration proedure sine (i) it requires some model ofthe reations whih may bias the resulting �t, and (ii)in the absene of omplete angular overage there is alsothe problem of extrapolating the �t into the unmeasuredsetion of phase spae. Our proedure for extrating andalulating the total ross setions was based on �ttingd�=d os(�:m:K+ ) in two ways: using Eq. 4 to �t the magni-tude diretly, and Eq. 3 to �t the partial wave amplitudes.In the magnitude �t, one of the oeÆients diretly gives�tot and its assoiated error. In the amplitude �t �tot is

easily omputed from the set of �t parameters, but theerror is diÆult to extrat sine the �t parameters andtheir errors are orrelated. We estimated the systematibias in our integrations by taking the standard deviationof the two resultant values as an additional unertainty,and this was added in quadrature to the other estimatedunertainties.The total ross setion results are shown in Figs. 20and 21. The error bars ombine statistial and esti-mated systemati unertainty due to the �tting proe-dure. The gaps in the spetra at W = 2:375 and 2:400GeV stem from photon tagger failures at those energies.For omparison we show two previously published datasets from Bonn [8, 18℄ [41℄. Also, bubble hamber datafor the total ross setions ame from Erbe et al. (ABB-HHM) [42℄. Also shown are model urves for two alula-tions, the e�etive Lagrangian model embodied in Kaon-MAID [5℄ and the Regge model of Guidal, Laget, andVanderhaeghen [20, 21℄. The CLAS results for �tot di�erfrom the Bonn results in an unexpeted way, namely thatthe BonnK+� ross setion is smaller than the CLAS re-sult by a fator of lose to 3=4. This is in ontrast to theK+�0 results, where the CLAS and the Bonn results arein good agreement: the values of �tot agree well withintheir quoted systemati unertainties. We note that theCLAS results for the two hyperons used exatly the samephoton normalizations, and that the hyperon yield ex-trations for both ases were made together, as disussedabove. The aeptane alulations for the CLAS resultsused the same software as well, di�ering only in the inputevents used for the alulations. In short, we have notfound any reason within the CLAS analysis for one han-nel agreeing well with previous work and the other not.Both results are onsistent with the ABBHHM data [42℄.The CLAS �tot results forK+� show a prominent peakentered near 1.9 GeV. It does not resemble a simple sin-gle Lorentzian, reetive of the expetation that severalresonant strutures are present in this mass range. Thepeak near 1.7 GeV is onsistent with ontributions fromthe P11(1710) and P13(1720). In the ase of K+�0, the�tot urve shows the previously seen strong peak enteredat 1.88 GeV, and in addition there is a slight shoulderat about 2.05 GeV. The loation of the strong peak isonsistent with the mass of several well-established �resonanes whih may ontribute to an isospin 3/2 �nalstate. B. Comparison to Reation ModelsThe model alulations shown in this paper were not�tted to the present results. The e�etive Lagrangianalulations, in partiular, were �tted to the previousdata shown in this paper, and have, therefore, at least fairagreement with those earlier results. However, sine inthe ase of K+� prodution we have some disagreementwith the SAPHIR data in the mid-range of angles, weannot expet these alulations to be in quantitative
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FIG. 20: (Color online) Total ross setion for  + p! K++�. The data from CLAS (blue irles) are shown with ombinedstatistial and �tting unertainties. Also shown are results from two publiations from SAPHIR (red stars (2004) [18℄, redtriangles (1998) [8℄), and the ABBHHM Collaboration (light blue squares) [42℄. The urves are from a Regge model (dashedblue) [20, 21℄, Kaon-MAID (solid red) [5℄, Kaon-MAID with theD13(1895) turned o� (dotted red), and Saghai et al. (dot-dashedblak) [9℄.agreement with us. It is nevertheless interesting to seewhat the more opious CLAS results seem to indiate inomparison to a few of these previous models.The Regge-model alulation [20, 21℄ shown in the pre-eding �gures uses only K and K� exhanges, with nos-hannel resonanes. The model was onstruted to �thigh-energy kaon photoprodution data [43℄, for W be-tween 5 and 16 GeV, and may be expeted to reproduethe average behavior of the ross setion in the nuleonresonane region. However, extrapolated down to theresonane region, the model overpredits the size of the� ross setion and underpredits that of the �0. This isevident in all the graphs, but is espeially easily seen inthe total ross setions, Figs. 20 and 21. Sine it is a puret-hannel reation model, it annot produe a rise at bakangles as seen for the �, and illustrates the need for s-and u-hannel ontributions to understand that feature.Two hadrodynami models [6, 10℄ based on similare�etive Lagrangian approahes are also shown. Bothemphasize the addition of a small set of s-hannel reso-nanes to the non-resonant Born terms, and di�er in theirtreatment of hadroni form fators and gauge invarianerestoration. As both were �tted to the previous datafrom SAPHIR [18℄, they are expeted to be in somewhatpoorer agreement with our K+� than our with K+�0data.Both models ontain a set of known s-hannel N� reso-
nanes: S11(1650), P11(1710), and P13(1720). The modelof Mart et al. [6℄ whih is used in the Kaon-MAID al-ulations ontains an additional D13(1895) resonane inits K+� desription. In the K+� ase, the alulationsof Ireland et al. [12℄ are shown sine they represent anupdate of the earlier work of Janssen et al. [10℄. Thesealulations inluded photon beam asymmetry [13℄ andeletroprodution [14℄ data points in the dataset used for�tting. The urves displayed on Figs. 14, 15, and 18ontain the set of known resonanes plus an additionalP11(1895) resonane. This ombinationwas found to givethe best quantitative agreement with the dataset used for�tting. The analysis of Ref. [12℄ was restrited to a studyof the K+� hannel, so for omparison with the presentK+�0 data, we use slightly older alulations [10℄ whihontain an additional D13(1895).The CLAS K+� results, whih show a struture thatvaries in width and position with kaon angle, suggests aninterferene phenomenon between several resonant statesin this mass range, rather than a single, well-separatedresonane. This should be expeted, sine several N� res-onanes with one- and two-star PDG ratings oupy thismass range. From Fig. 18, the best qualitative modelingof the struture near 1.9 GeV at bakward angles is givenby Kaon-MAID [5℄, but the model seems to diverge fromthe trends of the data at forward angles. The alulationof Ref. [12℄ gives a poor desription of the data in the 1.9
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FIG. 21: (Color online) Total ross setion for  + p ! K+ + �0. The data are from CLAS (blue irles) are shown withombined statistial and �tting unertainties, Also shown are results from two publiations from SAPHIR (red stars (2004) [18℄,red triangles (1998) [8℄), and the ABBHHM Collaboration (light blue squares) [42℄. The urves are from a Regge model (dashedblue) [20, 21℄ and Kaon-MAID (solid red) [5℄.GeV region at bakward angles, but at forward anglesit is similar to the Kaon-MAID alulation. Using themodel urves as a guide, we see that a �xed position fora single isolated resonane near 1.9 GeV is not onsistentwith the small (� 50 MeV) variation with angle of thefeature seen in the ross setions.In the �0 ase there is some indiation of a strutureabove the large peak at 1.9 GeV between 2.0 and 2.1GeV. This shoulder or small bump in the ross setion,seen in Fig. 19 and in the total ross setion Fig. 21, isnot reprodued by either of the hadrodynami reationmodels. C. Phenomenologial t-SalingThe forward peaking of the K+� ross setion sug-gests that there is substantial ontribution to the rea-tion mehanism by t-hannel exhange, even in the nu-leon resonane region. To test this idea, the data an beast into the form of d�=dt vs. �t, where t is the Man-delstam invariant that gives the 4-momentum squared ofthe kaoni exhange partile(s). The onversion of theross setion was done usingd�dt = d�d os �:m:K+ � 12kq (5)

where k is the enter of mass momentum of the inomingphoton and q is the enter of mass momentum of theprodued kaon. In the simplest Regge piture involvingthe exhange of a single trajetory, the ross setion anbe written as [44℄d�dt = D(t)� ss0�2�(t)�2 (6)where D(t) is a funtion of t only, s0 is a baryoni salefator taken to be 1 GeV2, and �(t) is the Regge traje-tory itself that desribes how the angular momentum ofthe exhange varies with t. At our kinematis for smalljtj we �nd �(t) � 0, so the leading behavior of the rosssetion is that it approximately sales with s2.The ross setion d�=dt for K+� prodution is plottedin Fig. 22. To obtain suÆient statistial preision, bandsof width 200 MeV were ombined as weighted averages(amounting to groups of 8 of our atual bins). The lowestband, for E = 1:05 � 0:10 GeV, starts 40 MeV abovethe reation threshold. We observe in the �gure how theross setion values fall on smoothly-varying ontours asa funtion of �t. There is an ineted fall-o� from theminimum�t that is similar for all photon energy bands,but as j�tj inreases the fall-o� attens and then beomesa rise. Fig. 23 shows the ross setions saled by s2, andit is seen that there is a lear indiation of a lous D(t)



23desribing the data over a range of �t. We interpret thedepartures from this lous as the onset of the s- and u-hannel ontributions to the reation mehanism. At agiven value of �t the residual spread of the points anbe used to determine �(t) for this reation; this work isin progress and will be published separately.Examination of Figs. 22 and 23 shows a progressiveattening of the slope in the ross setion as j � tj ! 0.This same \plateau" phenomenon was seen in data fromSLAC [43℄ taken at E = 5; 8; 11; 16 GeV, that is, wellabove the energies of the present results. In the model ofGuidal, Laget, and Vanderhaeghen [20℄, this e�et arosefrom the interplay of degenerate K and K� Regge traje-tories and the requirements imposed by gauge invarianein the model. The interepts of these trajetories are at�(0) = �0:20 and +0:25, respetively, so their averageis indeed at about 0, leading to the observed s2 saling.We note that this plateau e�et persists well into the nu-leon resonane region, whih suggests the importane ofK and K� exhange throughout this kinemati region.The ross setion d�=dt for the �0 hannel is shown inFig. 24. In this ase, the data do not fall in monotoniallyshifting ontours as E inreases, as was the ase for the� in Fig. 22. Instead, a more nuleon-resonane domi-nated piture is suggested by the rossing of the bandsof data points. This is emphasized again in Fig. 25 thatshows the s2 saled ross setions, whih in this ase donot form a tight band of points. There is no onsistenttrend toward a attening of the slope, as was the asein K+� prodution; in the previously ited theory [20℄this is beause in K+�0 prodution the K plays littlerole ompared to K� sine gK�N < gK�N . Further-more, the large \resonant" rise in the �0 ross setionnear W = 1:90 GeV is serving to over up any simplet-hannel behavior for this hyperon.At high enough energies, it is expeted, however, thatthe �0 ross setion should also behave as expeted byt-hannel dominane. In Fig. 26 we show the subset ofthe data from the previous �gure for E > 2:39 GeV,where the saling by s2 does seem to work. We note thatthis is well above the large \�" peak in the total rosssetion, Fig. 21, and spans the range where the Reggealulation [20, 21℄ is suessful in explaining these data.VII. CONCLUSIONSIn summary, we present results from an experimentalinvestigation of � and �0 hyperon photoprodution from

the proton in the energy range where nuleon resonanephysis should dominate. We provide the to-date largestbody of data for these reations in overage over energyand meson angle. Our K+� ross setion results revealan interesting W -dependene: double-peaked at forwardand bakward angles, but not at entral angles. We seethat the struture near W = 1:9 GeV shifts in positionand shape from forward to bakward angles. This �ndingannot be explained by a t-hannel Regge-based modelor by the addition of a single new resonane in the s or uhannel. The �0 results on�rm a single large maximumin the ross setion near 1.9 GeV, with weak indiationsof more struture between 2.0 and 2.1 GeV. The resultsare in fair or good agreement with several older experi-ments. For theK+� ase we see that a phenomenologialsaling of the t-dependene of the ross setion by s2 isquite suessful in desribing the full range of forward-angle data, and that this saling does not work as wellfor the K+�0 data. Our results show that hyperon pho-toprodution an reveal resonane struture previously\hidden" from view, thereby improving our understand-ing of nuleoni exitations in the higher mass regionwhere data are sparse. Comprehensive partial wave anal-ysis and amplitude modeling for these results an there-fore be hoped to �rmly establish the mass and possiblythe quantum numbers of these states.AknowledgmentsWe thank the sta� of the Aelerator and the PhysisDivisions at Thomas Je�erson National Aelerator Fa-ility who made this experiment possible. We thank D.Seymour for help with the angular distribution �ts. Ma-jor support ame from the U.S. Department of Energyand National Siene Foundation, the Italian InstitutoNazionale di Fisia Nuleare, the Frenh Centre Nationalde la Reherhe Sienti�que, the Frenh Commissariat�a l'Energie Atomique, the German Deutshe ForshungsGemeinshaft, and the Korean Siene and EngineeringFoundation. The Southeastern Universities Researh As-soiation (SURA) operates Je�erson Lab under UnitedStates DOE ontrat DE-AC05-84ER40150.[1℄ J. W. C. MNabb, R. A. Shumaher, L . Todor (CLASCollaboration), et al., Phys. Rev. C 69 042201(R) (2004).[2℄ S. Capstik and W. Roberts, Phys. Rev. D58, 074011(1998), and referenes therein.[3℄ S. Eidelman et al., Phys. Lett. B592, 1 (2004).[4℄ See for example: E. Klempt, nul-ex/0203002, and refer- enes therein.[5℄ T. Mart, C. Bennhold, H. Haberzettl and L.Tiator, \KaonMAID 2000" at www.kph.uni-mainz.de/MAID/kaon/kaonmaid.html.[6℄ T. Mart and C. Bennhold, Phys. Rev. C61, 012201(2000); C. Bennhold, H. Haberzettl, and T. Mart,
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FIG. 22: (Color online) The entire  + p ! K+ + � data set shown as d�=dt vs. �t, for ten bands of photon energy with�E = 0:20 GeV. No saling was applied.

FIG. 23: (Color online) The entire  + p ! K+ + � data set shown as d�=dt vs. �t, for ten bands of photon energy with�E = 0:20 GeV. The ross setions were saled by s2 =W 4, resulting in a well-de�ned band of data for low �t values.
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FIG. 24: (Color online) The entire  + p ! K+ + �0 data set shown as d�=dt vs. �t, for ten bands of photon energy with�E = 0:20 GeV. No saling was applied.

FIG. 25: (Color online) The entire  + p ! K+ + �0 data set shown as d�=dt vs. �t, for ten bands of photon energy with�E = 0:20 GeV. The ross setions were saled by s2 =W 4, showing a less well-de�ned band of points than in the K+� ase.
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